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Cosmic Ray Energetics And Mass for the International Space Station
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• 6 flights totaling 161 days
over Antarctica
• Flight altitude around 40 km,
with residual atmospheric
overburden ~3.9 g/cm2
• Successful recovery and
refurbishing of hardware
• Discovery of discrepant
hardening of elemental
spectra
• Measurements of energy
spectra at high energies

Balloon Heritage

The CREAM team in Antarctica just before launch.
Attached to the payload are solar panels (black
squares) and the communication satellite (round
dome on upper right of the payload).

• Do supernovae supply the bulk of
cosmic rays?
• What is the history of cosmic rays in
the galaxy?
• What is the origin of the “knee”
around 3x1015 eV in the cosmic ray
energy spectrum?
• Can the energy spectra of cosmic
rays result from a single mechanism?

Science Questions
Research Data Center,
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Science Operations
Center, UMD

SpaceX
Launch

Path taken by CREAM‐I on its then record breaking
flight of 42 days. The first circumnavigation is
shown in red, the second in green, and the third in
yellow.

Extend the energy reach of direct measurements of cosmic rays to
the highest energy possible to investigate cosmic ray origins,
acceleration and propagation.

Science Mission Statement

• Energetic particles which are
primarily protons but include nuclei
and a small amount of electrons
• Originate and accelerate in both
galactic and extragalactic sources
• Secondary cosmic rays are produced
through spallation with interstellar
medium
• They can be measured from the
ground (indirect) or from the upper
atmosphere/space (direct)
• Cosmic rays are one piece of the
puzzle of modern cosmology and
must be investigated in order to
fully understand the complexities of
our Universe

Cosmic ray energy spectra span many orders of
magnitude. ISS‐CREAM will extend direct
measurements to the highest energy currently
possible, approaching the “knee.”

Payload Operations
Center, MSFC

Flight in
Dragon Trunk

http://cosmicray.umd.edu/iss‐cream/

• Silicon Charge Detector (SCD) – 4 layers of
2x2 cm2 silicon pixels used to determine
incident particle charge
• Carbon Targets (C‐targets) – Layers of carbon
plates to induce hadronic interactions for
measurement in the calorimeter
• Top/Bottom Counting Detector (TCD/BCD) –
Plastic scintillators for electron/proton
distinction
• Calorimeter (CAL) – 20 layers of alternating
tungsten plates and scintillating fibers used to
measure incident particle energy and
trajectory within the instrument
• Boronated Scintillator Detector (BSD) –
Boron‐doped scintillator to capture thermal
neutrons from hadronic interactions in the
calorimeter
providing
additional
e/p
distinction
• Science Flight Computer (SFC) – The onboard
computer used to control detectors, assemble
events and store science data
• General Payload Attributes – Mass: 1258 kg.
size: 1.85 m x 0.95 m x 1 m, power
consumption: 550 W

What are Cosmic Rays?

Detector Systems1

The Cosmic Ray Energetics And Mass (CREAM) instrument is designed to directly
measure cosmic rays with energy between 1012 ‐ 1015 eV and composition from proton
to iron thereby investigating cosmic ray origins, acceleration and propagation. CREAM
has four subsystems: a silicon charge detector (SCD), top/bottom counting detectors
(TCD/BCD), a calorimeter (CAL), and a boronated scintillator detector (BSD).
Reconfiguring the payload for implementation on the International Space Station will
provide an order of magnitude increase in exposure time and remove the atmospheric
overburden as compared to previous balloon flights. In preparation for launch, the
newly configured hardware must be tested, and remote monitoring and control
capabilities must be established. The project overview, current status of testing, and
preparations for launch are discussed here.
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• Final verification including mechanical, electromagnetic, and thermal vacuum
qualification testing was completed at Goddard Space Flight Center in August 2015
• Payload was delivered to Kennedy Space Center for integration with SpaceX
Dragon capsule trunk
• Launch is manifested for SpaceX‐11 in 2016
• Payload will be installed on to the JEM‐EF via ISS and JEM‐EF robotic arms

Current Status
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Measuring boron to carbon ratio at high energies helps
distinguish between propagation models.4 ISS‐CREAM
seeks to improve measurements in the region highlighted
by the circle.

Measured energy spectra of cosmic ray protons and
helium nuclei.3 The CREAM‐I spectra are compared
with selected previous measurements using open
symbols for protons and filled symbols for helium:
CREAM (circles), AMS (stars), BESS (squares), CAPRICE
(inverted triangles).

• Nominal data collection of 3 years on the Japanese Experimental Module Exposed
Facility (JEM‐EF)
• 24/7 monitoring from the Science Operation Center (SOC) at University of
Maryland
• Data produced at 355 kbps, or 3.7 GB/day
• 32 GB of onboard data storage (4‐fold redundant)
• Continuous downlink of housekeeping and science data in near real‐time for
monitoring
• Commanding to adjust instrument operation parameters as needed

Operations

1.

Installation
on JEM‐EF

RMS
Handoff

Comparison of high‐energy spectra from a nominal
ISS‐CREAM mission (red circles) with existing data
(black symbols).2 Data from previous experiments
include BESS (open squares), ATIC‐2 (open
diamonds), JACEE (X), and RUNJOB (open inverted
triangles). The CREAM heavy nuclei data: carbon
(open circles), oxygen (filled squares), neon (open
crosses), magnesium (open triangles), silicon (filled
diamonds), and iron (asterisks).

• Measure elemental energy spectra of
proton through iron from 1012 to 1015 eV
• Extend the boron to carbon ratio
measurement to energies previously
unavailable
• Identify high energy electrons to search for
nearby sources

Planned Measurements
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